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Diesel prices 6



The Ti x Upply x IRU Benchmark provides an index for the contract and spot
market for the second time. Both indexes reached new all-time highs but the
rate of acceleration has slowed on both. The invasion of Ukraine and the
ensuing oil price rise significantly increased carrier costs in Q2. Q3’s smaller
rate rises in both spot and contract signify that the market has adjusted to
higher costs whilst higher production costs and lower consumer spending
power have begun to ease the upward demand-side pressure on rates.   

Contract rates reached 129.7 index points in Q3-22: a 5.4-point increase Q-o-Q
putting them up 19.6 points year on year. In the spot market, rates hit 142.6
points, an increase of 6.0 points Q-o-Q and 26.4 points Y-o-Y. The degree of
acceleration decreased in both markets. The contract market’s increase was
80% of last quarter whilst the spot market grew at just half the rate it did in
Q2, suggesting the upwards pressure on rates is easing.

Ti x Upply x IRU European road freight benchmark
European road freight rates index, Q3-2022
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Source: Upply
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Supply-side pressures pushed up prices during Q3-22. High diesel prices from
March have held and created a more costly environment for carriers operating
in the European road freight sector. The continent continues to struggle with a
driver shortage problem which is driving up labour costs. Climate change’s
effect on European weather caused further pressure with water levels on
Europe’s rivers running extremely low during the continent’s worst drought for
500 years. River freight capacity was reduced across the continent pushing
demand onto road freight and adding more upward pressure to rates on
some routes. 

A range of indicators points towards falling consumption and production
across Europe. Official figures show consumption falling in both the UK and
France whilst production levels head into Q4 on a downwards trend in the UK
and Germany. High summer temperatures have also impacted the continent’s
agricultural production, with many sectors expecting to see record-low harvest
volumes. Low order books, high energy prices and gas supply uncertainty are
deterring production expansion in the coming months. Falling consumption
and production is accompanied by high inventory levels across Europe, with
warehouses already full and prepared for the peak period we can expect
demand for imported retail goods to be low in Q4.
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Ti x Upply x IRU European Road Freight Benchmark Map – Q3 2022
Contract Rates

Ti x Upply x IRU European Road Freight Benchmark Map – Q3 2022
Spot Rates 

Source: Upply

Source: Upply
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Following the invasion of Ukraine, in 24th February, diesel prices have
remained elevated, it is notably what we observed in October. Diesel prices
average at the pump in Q3 2022 of the European countries below, see an
increase of 11% versus Q1 2022 with an average price at the pump of €1.9 per
litre. Many European countries have cut fuel duty to limit the impact of price
rises. According to the campaign group Transport & Environment, this has cost
EU governments over €15.8bn in total, and while it has eased the pressure on
suppliers and customers, diesel prices at the pump are still up 26% on
average.

According to the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), the West Texas
Intermediate (WTI) crude oil price was in average at 108.72 USB/Bbl in Q2 and
93.18 USD/Bbl in Q3 2022. 

Average diesel prices (€/L) at pump

Source: IRU
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Diesel prices



A slight decrease was felt following the peak that reached 101.62 USD/Bbl in
July. However, the prices are expected to continuously increase and, the
forecast for November, December 2022 and January 2023 are respectively, 86,
85 and 87 USD per barrel. As in most of European countries prices at the
pump are influenced by spot crude oil prices and regulation framework, the
pressure on carriers remains extreme.

Additionally, the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC)
has recently announced a reduction of their production by 2 million
barrels/day from next November, whereas the OPEC ensure near to 30% of
the world petrol production. This cut represents around 2% of the global oil
supply. Therefore, no one can predict with certainty the price of WTI in the
coming months, but an increase seems the most realistic scenario. 

Diesel costs usually account for one third of the total operating transport
costs, but given the increase, they may now account for 50% of costs. Data
from CNR indicates that the cost of diesel made up more than 25% of the total
running costs of an international HGV based in France in 2019.  
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Shortages are continuously affecting goods transport operations in Europe,
harming logistics supply chains and the consumers and businesses that
depend on them. 

Between 380,000 and 425,000 truck driver positions were unfilled in 2021. This
is the result of increasing transport demand, as well as the ageing population
of the truck driver population, with a large share of drivers going to retirement
that have not been replaced with enough new drivers. Driver shortage growth
is expected to continue to increase until the end of 2022, with a 40% estimated
increase in unfilled truck driver positions. 

Among main European countries (France, Spain, Germany, Romania, Poland
and Denmark), between January and September 2022, the demand for drivers
is continuously increasing (+44%). Every quarter, at least 6,000 new positions
are opened, making the situation worse than in 2022. In September 2022, the
main recruitment websites/platforms registered a total of 83,182 open
positions, with France and Germany having 23,548 and 20,113 vacant
positions, respectively. Demand is expected to continue rising by 10% every
year over the next five years.

8

Truck drivers open positions (from January to September 2022)* 

*consolidated view France, Spain, Germany, Romania, Poland and Denmark
Source: Recruitment agencies and transport operators 

Driver shortage
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The shortage is forecasted to be far worse in 2026, with a multiplier effect of
up to seven in the case of France. Over half of truck driver positions are
expected to be unfilled during the next five years, if the situation remains
unchanged. In five years, around 30% of truck drivers who are currently over
55 will have retired, which represents a third gap to be filled in.

Mitigating the driver shortage is a challenge, but there are several areas of
opportunities, such as facilitating the access to the truck driver profession. 

The minimum age to access the profession remains fragmented and high,
while high costs of qualification make it costly to become a truck driver. In
Europe, we can observe a disparity of the minimum age to become a driver.
Young potential drivers could be reluctant to choose this profession, if they
must wait to be 21 years to start their career. 

The review of the directive on driving licences will be completed by 2022,
providing an opportunity to set the minimum age for all professional drivers at
18.
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Source: IRU
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Minimum driving age (national and international transport) 



In addition, the license cost to become a truck driver is high. Among 6 main
European countries, we can observe that the training costs are every time
above the minimum gross salary for each country (except for Denmark, which
has training subsidies provided by government). Financial support from
governments and/or transport operators is also needed to mitigate costs of
qualification and help young people enter the profession.
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Sources: ¹ Eurostat 2022 ; ² IRU Survey 2022 
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France – Spain 

Paris – Madrid Road Freight Rates

Source: Upply

All prices on the 1,270km journey between Paris and Madrid have reached a
new all-time high in Q3-22. However, this quarter saw a slowing in the rate of
growth.   

On the head haul from Madrid to Paris, contract rates are now at an average
of €1,570 per journey (€1.24/km), this is up 2.7% Q-o-Q and 21.8% Y-o-Y. Spot
rates into Paris averaged €1,899 per journey (€1.50/km) in Q3, representing a
modest increase of 1.4% Q-o-Q and 33.4% Y-o-Y.   

On the backhaul contract rates averaged €1,406 per journey (1.11/km), that’s
an increase of 1.8% Q-o-Q and 9.8% Y-o-Y. Spot rates averaged €1,656 per
journey (€1.30/km) in Q3-22 following a 7.6% increase Q-o-Q resulting in a
17.1% increase Y-o-Y.
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The spot rates on this leg increased 1.8 times faster than the European spot
average and over 4 times faster than contract rates on this leg. This, in turn,
caused greater divergence between the spot and contract rates on this lane,
spot rates are now 17.8% more expensive than contract rates compared to
11.4% in Q2. 

Data from September shows the first signs of rates falling back down on the
headhaul. Contract rates into Paris fell by 1.3% vs August whilst the Spot
market prices fell by 6.7% vs August (this leg’s biggest month-on-month fall
since June 2020). On the Backhaul into Madrid, contract rates rose 1.7% in
August whilst Spot rates fell 5.2%. 

After starting the year positively, the French economy is now showing signs of
weakening. Both consumption and industrial output have fallen in recent
months. Available Q3 data from Insee (The French Institute of Statistics and
Economic Studies) shows signs of a decline in food consumption in France,
which has an impact on the demand for Spanish fresh produce. French
household expenditure (price and seasonally adjusted) on food goods is down
4.2% Y-o-Y and now sits 2.5% below its pre-pandemic level in 2019. France-
Spain trade is also affected by the persistent weakness of the automotive
industry. Over the first three quarters of 2022, the EU passenger car market
contracted by 9.9% to 6,784,090 units, despite the positive results recorded in
the last two months. 
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This was reflected in most countries’ performances, with all the region’s major
markets facing losses over this nine-month period. Italy saw the steepest
decline (-16.3%), followed by France (‑11.8%), Germany (-7.4%) and Spain
(-7.4%). The IMF’s October world economic outlook reduced France’s projected
2022 economic growth to 2.5% down from 3.6% in last October’s release and
with Banque de France forecasting 2023 growth between -0.5% and +0.8%
growth, we can expect falling September rates to be the first signs of weak
French demand in the foreseeable future. 

The Spanish agricultural sector has suffered from the effect of climate change
on Europe’s weather this summer. A number of Spain’s top exports have been
affected by 2022’s blistering heat which will affect Spanish road freight in
multiple ways. A combination of scorching summer heat and drought has
resulted in a challenging summer for Spanish grape growers. Some areas of
the country have experienced their driest summer for over 1,200 years. This
has forced an early harvest where grapes would usually be harvested in mid-
September many growers were forced to begin in August. This caused greater
than usual demand for Spanish road freight in Q3 but will also result in less
than usual demand in Q4. Olive oil production in the region Andalusia is
expected to be just 48% of its 5 years average this season, the region produces
80% of the country’s olive oil. Olive harvest season starts in August and
continues through to November. We can expect the industry to demand a
significantly smaller than usual volume of road freight, resulting in more than
usual levels of free supply in the winter season thus easing price pressure on
Spanish road freight rates. 
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Germany – Poland 

Duisburg – Warsaw Road Freight Rates 

Source: Upply

All prices on this route have once again been pushed up to new all-time highs.
On the headhaul toward Duisburg, contract rates sat at €1,451 (€1.34/km) per
journey in Q3, this is an increase of 8.0% Q-o-Q and 37.4% Y-o-Y. In the spot
market rates on this route reached €1,724 per Journey (€1.60/km), up 5.1% Q-
o-Q and 21.4% Y-o-Y. On the Backhaul, Q3 contract rates into Warsaw
averaged €1,190 (€1.10/km) per journey, an increase of 4.7 % Q-o-Q and 9.1 %
Y-o-Y. The backhaul’s spot market saw journey prices reach €1,467 (€1.35) an
increase of 5.5% Q-o-Q and 11.8% Y-o-Y. Spot rates are now 23.3% more
expensive than contract from Duisburg to Warsaw, this is one of the largest
differences in Europe. 

The month of August saw all rates on this route fall apart from a 1.5% rise in
the headhaul contract price. All rates grew in September however this signals
the potential for further rate falls on this lane. 
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Germany’s manufacturing sector faces an extremely difficult future in the face
of growing energy costs and energy supply uncertainties. This has pushed
Germany’s manufacturing industry into decline with Germany’s manufacturing
PMI falling to an average of 48.7 in Q3, a 5.1-point drop Q-o-Q. This puts
Germany’s manufacturing sector firmly in contraction territory. The latest data
from Destatis (The German Federal Statistical Office) confirms this decline.
Following an initial shock in March, German industry experienced a modest
recovery until August when the seasonally and price-adjusted German output
fell by 0.8 points. This is the first clear sign that German industry will begin to
demand less and less road freight as its factories demand fewer outputs and
produce fewer intermediate and finished goods.   

The Polish economy is showing clear signs of a slowdown. The country’s new
order PMI reached a 27-month low in August. Export orders are also falling
with ING reporting that surveyed companies link this to weaker demand from
Germany. The actual output of the Polish economy however remains resilient
with ING estimating Poland’s annualised output growth in Q3-22 to be around
3%. In August the production of motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers
increased 40% Y-o-Y whilst electrical appliance production was up 23.9% Y-o-Y.
We can expect a struggling German economy to demand fewer Polish finished
and intermediate goods in Q4, but a resilient polish economy means demand
destruction on this lane is unlikely in the coming quarter. 

Rates in Q3 in Germany were pushed up by low levels on the Rhine, which
meant extra road freight capacity was required in Germany. A blistering
European summer accompanied by droughts pushed water levels on the
Rhine down to record lows. This in turn limited the capacity of ships on some
parts of the waterway to 20%. This pushed greater demand on to Road freight,
causing inflationary pressure on these routes in Q3. September rainfall has
since returned the river to normal levels, this will see demand-side pressure
on this route ease in Q4 providing deflationary pressure on rates.   
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Germany – France

Duisburg – Paris Road Freight Rates 

Source: Upply

Rates between Paris and Duisburg saw price increases across the board with
each rate reaching a new all-time high. On the headhaul, contract rates from
Duisburg to Paris averaged €974 (€3.23/km) per journey in Q3-22 a Q-o-Q
increase of 5.8% and which put them up 28.2% Y-o-Y. The spot market in Paris
reached €1,072 (€3.55/km) per journey a 7.2% increase Q-o-Q leaving prices
up 27.0% Y-o-Y. On the backhaul leg into Duisburg the contract price was at
€545 (€1.80/km) per journey, a 9.3% increase Q-o-Q and 20.0% Y-o-Y. The spot
market into Duisburg saw journey prices of €663 (€2.20/km) up 2.0% Q-o-Q
and 23.3% Y-o-Y. 
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Whilst all rates on this route are increasing faster than the European average
(with the exception of the average spot price on the backhaul from Paris to
Duisburg), all signs point toward a slowing in the growth and waning demand
for road freight between the EUs two largest economies. Available Q3 data
from Insee shows that French consumer demand for engineered goods is
down 4.8% Y-o-Y and now 4.4% or some €3.8bn euros below its 2019 level in
July and August. The latest automotive data shows a slight recovery of French
car demand, with registrations increasing in both August and September.
However, this is only a slight recovery from a low base as consumers adjust to
higher fuel prices. Total French car registrations in the first 9 months of 2022 is
still down Y-o-Y. 

Contract prices on the backhaul leg into Duisburg increased just shy of twice
the European average. This was supported by resilient German demand for
French consumables and restricted road freight supply in the region.
Seasonally and price-adjusted data Destatis data from Q3 put German
demand for fruit and vegetables up 5.1 points Q-o-Q and up 3.3 points Y-o-Y.
This has maintained demand for French consumables on this route and added
inflationary pressure to backhaul rates. Whilst German consumer demand has
been resilient, low water levels on the major German artery the Rhine caused
a significant temporary modal shift. The effect was greater German logistics
costs and a significant increase in demand for German road freight. High
precipitation levels in later September and early October have pushed water
levels in the Rhineland’s riverway back up to normal levels and back to full
capacity.   

Based on the above we can expect deflationary pressure on this lane in the
coming months as the temporary modal shift in the Rhineland region reverses
alongside falling French consumer demand and Germany industrial
production. 
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French Domestic Market 

French Domestic Road Freight Rate Index 

High-rate growth in the French domestic market has abated somewhat in Q3-
22. The contract market grew by 4.2 index points Q-o-Q to 126.6 (half the
speed rates grew in the previous quarter) Whilst the spot market grew 2.9
points Q-o-Q to a figure of 139.7 in Q3.   

The outlook of the French economy is now considerably different to a year
ago, The IMF has cut GDP forecast by a quarter from 3.6% to 2.5%. This newly
adjusted forecast is supported by official statistics that show a pronounced
slowdown in the French economy. Both consumption and production are
trending downwards. Available Q3 data from Insee (The French Institute of
Statistics and Economic Studies) paints a picture of falling consumption
throughout the French economy. Expenditure on food goods in July and
August was down 4.2% Y-o-Y and 2.5 below its pre-pandemic 2019 levels. The
evidence of more frugal French consumers was solidified in a recent report by
Kantar which detailed the fact French consumer expenditure on traditional
charcuterie has dropped 33% while cheese sales are down 26%.

19

Source: Upply
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French household expenditure on organic goods has also dropped by 11% a
key sign that consumers are responding to higher prices and consumption is
set to fall in the near future. Discount supermarkets Aldi and Lidl both gained
a 0.3 percentage point share in the market as consumers move towards
cheaper alternatives. 
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Austrian International Lanes

Austria – Europe Road Freight Rates

Source: Upply

As an origin, Austria’s international road freight rates saw the largest increase
of any European country during Q3 and both contract and spot prices on
import and export lanes reached new all-time highs. On export lanes, contract
rates reached 124.5 points, up 11.8 points Q-o-Q and 21.6 points Y-o-Y. Spot
rates on lanes leaving Austria reached 159.9 index points, an increase of 14.0
points Q-o-Q and 34.5 points Y-o-Y. On import lanes contract rates hit 141.9
points in Q3-22, a 12.3-point increase Q-o-Q and a 28.0-point Y-o-Y. Spot rates
into the country stood at 144.1 points in Q3, an 8.4-point increase Q-o-Q and a
23.6-point increase Y-o-Y.   

The average Q-o-Q increase on Austrian import lanes was more than twice the
European average in both the spot and contract markets. Supply-side cost
factors are the principal cause of price increases during Q3. A domestic fuel
shortage compounded the effects of the Ukrainian conflict and pushed
Austrian fuel prices to new highs during Q3.
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The conflict initially pushed Austrian diesel prices up 29.2% in mid-March.
After settling at prices 18% above Q1 levels, damage to the main column of the
crude oil distillation at the Schwechat Refinery in Vienna limited the on-site
capacity to just 20% for a significant period of Q3. The result was a domestic
fuel shortage which pushed diesel prices up to 34% above their Q1 level and
14% above their pre-incident level. The Austrian government intervened twice,
releasing 112,000 tonnes of fuel reserves on June 4th and 100,000 tonnes in
mid-July. High diesel prices persisted throughout Q3 and even with
government intervention prices did not return to their pre-incident level until
August 11th. 

Fuel surcharges meant contract rates saw the largest increase on Austrian
lanes whilst the spot market was quick to price in the extra fuel costs. August
data shows that rates responded quickly to lower fuel prices. Austrian import
rates fell back down by 7.9 points in the contract market and 10.1 points in the
spot market. On export lanes spot rates fell by 8.4 points in August, contract
rates rose 2.0 points in August however this was followed by a 6.2 point fall in
September.
    
In conclusion whilst fuel shortages shocked road freight rates in the Austrian
market in Q3, normalised Q4 diesel prices and falling Austrian demand will
provide deflationary pressure on Q4 rates.   

Benchmark your freight rates

& anticipate their evolution

in road, sea and air freight

all over the world

DISCOVER SMART
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GB International Lanes

Great Britain – Europe Road Freight Rates

Source: Upply

The UK’s import and export rates are heading on a diverging course after Q3
with import lanes experiencing Europe’s largest rate falls while rates on export
lanes rose 1.5 times the European average. Contract rates on GB export lanes
reached 132.8 points in Q3-22 an increase of 8.2 points Q-o-Q and 22.6 points
Y-o-Y. In the spot market, the index for routes leaving GB reached 157.1
points, an 8.5 points increase Q-o-Q and 38.6 points Y-o-Y. On import lanes,
both markets experienced price falls during Q3-22. The contract market index
dropped to 130.0 as prices fell by 1.2 points Q-o-Q, however that still put
prices up 5.7 points Y-o-Y. The spot market dropped 2.0 points Q-o-Q, leaving
it up 15.4 points Y-o-Y. Monthly Data shows that rate falls have spread to
export lanes with a 0.3-point drop in the September contract price vs August
and a 5.9-point drop in the August spot price vs July. 
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Available Q3-22 data from the ONS (The British Office for National Statistics)
shows consumption in the British economy has been on a downward trend
throughout 2022. The seasonally adjusted volume of retail sales excluding fuel
is down 5.3 points Y-o-Y and whilst Q3 began with a modest 0.4-point increase,
August saw a 1.6-point decline in consumption taking the index down to an 18-
month low. British consumers are facing a worsening cost of living crisis with
annual inflation reaching 8.6% in August, whilst this fell from 8.8% in July this
was largely due to a drop in the price of fuel, rising food prices made the
largest upward contribution to the country’s inflation rate and this, in turn, is
translating into British consumers demanding a shrinking volume of
consumables from the European continent.   

Production in the UK is also falling, ONS data shows that production volumes
have grown only once in 2022. The UK’s production index fell 1.1 points in July
and 1.8 point in August. August’s figure was the largest M-o-M production
drop in 14 months and following an average monthly drop of 0.1 points in H1-
22, it’s a clear sign that pace of UK industrial contraction is accelerating. UK
producers also face ever-growing costs with energy-intensive industry set to
struggle the most, data from Ofgem (The UK’s energy regulator) shows
forward delivery electricity prices in the UK are up over 500% Y-o-Y with prices
increasing 64.2% in August alone. The UK heads into winter in the most
uncertain energy supply predicament in Europe. Even with Centrica reopening
the country’s largest storage site, the UK’s max storage capacity is just 38.5%
of France’s and 12.7% of Germany’s. If full, the UK’s capacity can meet
Domestic needs for up to 9 days. While the effects of this are uncertain it is
possible there will be interruptions to manufacturing in the UK over the
winter, reducing road freight volumes.  
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Methodology

The rates are the result of Upply’s own econometric and statistical modelling,
which is based on the analysis of more than 500 million prices. Upply provides
Truck Load (LTL & FTL) weekly rates estimations based on observed
transactions for each major European trade lanes, associated with a
confidence index. These rates are computed from Upply’s key partners and
users data. To complete the analysis presented here, Ti selected a
representative sample of the largest European road freight corridors by
volume. Ti then used the median rates provided by Upply on each corridor,
averaging weekly rates over each quarter. Ti’s team of senior analysts provide
additional insight into the drivers and trends behind price movements with
support from Upply. Note that data is subject to re-statements and that new
lane samples can be chosen from one quarter to the next. 

Ti is one of the world’s leading providers of expert research and
analysis dedicated to the global logistics industry. Utilising the
expertise of professionals with many years of experience in the mail,
express and logistics industries, Transport Intelligence has developed
a range of market leading web-based products, reports, profiles and
services used by many of the world’s leading logistics suppliers,
consultancies, banks and users of logistics.

Start-up launched in 2018, Upply combines business expertise and
data science to bring transport and supply chain professionals a digital
solution to benchmark, monitor and anticipate freight transport
prices, including past data and forecasts. Upply also publishes market
insights and deciphers the sector's challenges in a neutral manner. 

Through its digital platform, Upply directly connects road carriers, freight forwarders and trusted
shippers across France and simplifies transport operations. To implement these unique solutions,
Upply employs data scientists, logistics and IT professionals, and digital experts. The company is
based in Levallois-Perret, near Paris. 

For further information, please contact Upply’s Customer Care at +33 (9)77 40 20 19 or email
service.client@upply.com. Press contact: Gwendydd Beaumont, Communication Manager or email
gwendydd.beaumont@upply.com.
upply.com

For further information or to request a demo of GSCi - please contact Michael Clover: +44 (0)1666
519907 or email mclover@ti-insight.com.
ti-insight.com
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Upply / IRU. This report is based upon factual information obtained from a number of public sources. Whilst
every effort is made to ensure that the information is accurate, Transport Intelligence Limited accepts no
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judgment of our analysts at this date and are subject to change.

IRU is the world road transport organisation. We represent the entire
industry – bus, coach, truck and taxi, and drive the sustainable
mobility of people and goods across the planet.

As the voice of more than 3.5 million companies operating mobility and logistics services in over 100
countries, we lead solutions to help the world move better. IRU’s work supports trade, economic
growth, jobs, safety, the environment and communities.

At the heart of IRU are millions of journeys across the planet every day: people and goods moving to
where they need to be, in buses, coaches, taxis or trucks, for all, or even just a small part, of their
journey.

Find out more about IRU’s work and how you can join us in shaping road transport.
iru.org/membership
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